INTER AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
ACADEMIC YEAR 2011-12
FIRST SEMESTER

(This list is not final and subject to changes by the professor(s))

TEXTBOOK AND REFERENCES

FIRST YEAR

CC 01: Cultural Competence in Optometry I


CCL1: Cultural competency Language Lab I


Opto 5020 Visual Perception I


Opto 6025 Optometric Research


NOTE: This is the Library cost. Usually it’s a little bit expensive for individual persons.
TEXTBOOK AND REFERENCES

SECOND YEAR

ANTERIOR OCULAR DISEASE

(RES WW17 A881 2005)

(RES WW140 L269a 2007a)

(RES WW100 V365g 2008)

VISUAL PERCEPTION I

(RES WW145 P974 2002)

OCULAR MOTILITY

(RES WW400 C581E 1995)

NOTE: This is the Library cost. Usually it’s a little bit expensive for individual persons.
SECOND YEAR
(CONT)

OCULAR PHARMACOLOGY

*(RES WW166 C641 2008)*

OPHTHALMIC OPTICS

*(RES QC355.2 F492o 2003)*

*(RES WW300 B471b 2007)*

PRIMARY EYECARE II

Zadnik, Karla (1997). *The Ocular Examination: measurements and findings*. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders. $44.55
*(RES WW145 O21 1997)*

References:

*(RES WW140 O615 2005)*

*(RES WW15 C552s 2006)*

NOTE: This is the Library cost. Usually it’s a little bit expensive for individual persons.
INTER AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
ACADEMIC YEAR 2011-12
FIRST SEMESTER

(This list is not final and subject to changes by the professor(s))

TEXTBOOK AND REFERENCES

THIRD YEAR

OCULAR THERAPEUTIC

(RES WW39 F911m 2009)

(RES WW166 C641 2001)

(RES WW18.2 W741 2008)

CASE ANALYSIS

(RES WW 704 C6405 1997)

PEDIATRIC OPTOMETRY & VISION THERAPY

(RES WW140 G851b 2002)

References:

(RES WW600 V8336 2006) $83.95

NOTE: This is the Library cost. Usually it’s a little bit expensive for individual persons.
ADV CONTACT LENS


(RES WW355 C641 2009)

LOW VISION


(RES WW140 E78 1999)

NOTE: This is the Library cost. Usually it’s a little bit expensive for individual persons.